Jessica Joy London: Transplanted Wonder

As part of the Emerging Art Series, NCRC Art proudly presents Jessica Joy London: Transplanted Wonder. The exhibition will be on view through December 13 in the Connections Gallery of Building 18, concourse level.

Jessica Joy London is a recent MFA graduate of the University of Michigan, Penny Stamps School of Art and Design. While she concentrated on painting, she also explored the sciences while working in a biomedical research lab. In reference to her time in the lab, London shared, “It gave me a new systematic approach to my artwork.” She also was inspired by the artistic microscopic photography produced through the Center for Organogenesis’ BioArtography initiative.

The paintings are scientific “art” experiments. She uses inks saturated with color and a variety of materials and natural forces to manipulate the image. Materials, such as garlic skins, grasses and leaves, attract or repel the inks making a variety of textures and giving a sense of depth. The colors and materials are able to play out in organic and natural ways.

London was a featured artist at the 2013 ArtPrize in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and presented a solo exhibition at River Gallery in Chelsea.

Facilities

- Building 36 Exterior Construction
- Building 10: Air Handling Replacement Project - Carpet Cleaning, Crane Equipment Loading

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 11/12 - NCRC Town Hall
- 11/12 - MHealthy Weigh-In
- 11/21 - CBSSM Seminar: Michele Gornick, PhD
- 11/26 - NCRC Child Care Center Tailgate Parade

Announcements

- Victors for Michigan Photos
- MLLibrary@NCRC: Resources to Track
- Health Care Reform Policies
- Move, Lose & Maintain at NCRC
- Connect and Collaborate with your colleagues on campus!
- Christina Burch: Sea of Blood
Reminders

- Partial Road Closures
- Moved your office at NCRC and need a new name plate? Use the NCRC Identification Card Request and Access/Change Form
- Tech Tip: Stop by the MSIS table at the NCRC Town Hall to learn about Schedulon, A/V resources and how to request them, and preparing CoreImage machines for the Windows 7 migration.
- Flavors Grill now closing at 2:30PM
- Have you updated your information in MCommunity?